The interactions between paralyzed individuals with severe physical disabilities and smart infrastructure need to be facilitated, and the tongue-computer interface (TCI) provides an efficient and feasible solution. By attaching a permanent magnet (PM) on the apex of the tongue, the real-time tongue motion tracking can be switching to solve a nonlinear inverse magnetic problem. This paper presents a proof-of-concept prototype TCI system utilizing a combined T-type PM marker for potential environment control. The introduction of the combined T-type PM promotes the anisotropy of the magnetic field distribution. A comprehensive calibration method for the sensing system is proposed to figure out the bias in the magnetic moment of the PM marker and the sensing axis rotation of the sensors. To address the influence of initialization in solving the overdetermined inverse magnetic problem, an adaptive Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is designed utilizing real-time measurements. Bench-top experiments were carried out based on a high-precision three-dimensional (3D) translation platform, and the feasibility of the proposed TCI system in magnetic localization accuracy and efficiency is fully assessed. The mean localization error is 1.65 mm with a mean processing time of 65.7 ms, and a mean improvement of 54.7% can be achieved compared with a traditional LM algorithm.
Introduction
Paralyzed individuals, who have suffered from spinal cord injury, traumatic brain injuries, or some type of stroke, and almost lost their limbs movement functions as a consequence, heavily rely on assistive technologies (ATs) in their daily life. Due to the rapid developments of the Internet of Things (IoTs), smart infrastructure integrates smart sensors using three-dimensional (3D) printing technology [1] and domestic robots [2] , and greatly raises the automation, efficiency, and intelligence of ATs [3] . This creates a self-sufficiency basis for these individuals with severe disabilities, and enhances their life quality by helping them get over the great dependence upon their family or nursing aids, and providing them with more autonomy and privacy.
With paralyzed limbs and aphasia, conventional interaction technologies, which require natural interaction using body movements, always fail. To facilitate interactions between them and smart infrastructure with more efficiency and reliability, intuitive interface using control signals according to these individuals' intention have begun to gain increasing attention in recent years. Much of the recent effort is focused on the remaining body functions of these individuals for interface establishment, Section 2 presents the inverse magnetic localization model based on the combined T-type PM and sensor array measurements, the constitution of the aLMA, and a comprehensive sensing system calibration method; Section 3 describes the architecture of the prototype system, including the hardware and the custom-made graphical user interface (GUI); In Sections 4 and 5, the performance of this system in precise magnetic localization is evaluated and discussed by bench-top experiments.
Methodology
In this section, the design principle, including the system architecture, the inverse magnetic localization method based on T-type PM and sensor array measurements, the constitution of the proposed aLMA, and a comprehensive sensing system calibration method are presented.
System Architecture
A proof-of-concept prototype TCI based on the magnetic tracking method was developed. Figure 1 gives the system architecture of the proposed TCI system. Rather than placing the whole sensing system inside the narrow mouth, a combined T-type PM is employed as a tongue motion marker (two iron cylinders are utilized for illustration in Figure 1 , and in a human study, a specialized polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold, where the T-type PM is placed, will be required and attached to the tongue surface with tissue adhesives for safety). A sensor array of eight three-axis anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) sensors is fixed on a holder produced with 3D printing technology and worn under the chin in the same way as a mask. The magnetic fields derived from the T-type PM are measured by the sensor array. The built-in 12-bit ADC of the AMR sensor (Honeywell, Plymouth, MN, USA) sends out digital signals induced by the T-type PM, and transfers them to a personal computer (PC) (Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA) through an I 2 C-USB adapter (Viewtool, Shenzhen, China). A custom-made GUI based on Labview (NI, Austin, TX, USA) and MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) is loaded onto a PC, which presents and processes the real-time measurements of sensors, figuring out the trajectory of the marked tongue position.
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Inverse Magnetic Localization Based on Adaptive LM Algorithm

Inverse Model
In the proposed TCI system, a T-type PM is taken as a tongue motion marker and establishes a magnetic field around it, whose intensity and direction are related to the magnet. As illustrated in Figure 2 , this T-type PM is combined by two similar needle-like cylindrical magnets, PMv and PMh (shape defined by Φ × 2l), whose axes are orthogonal to each other. The location and orientation of the magnet placed on the vertical and horizontal line of the letter T are defined by (rpv, mv) and (rph, mh) respectively; and rpv and mv represent the tracked target point on the tongue surface. The introduction of the combined T-type PM promotes the anisotropy of the magnetic field distribution, which is important in magnetic field detection with a long distance. Scheme illustrates the localization x-y-z coordinate system with T-type PM modeled as magnetic dipoles; xs-ys-zs coordinate is parallel with the global Cartesian coordinate x-y-z, with an rp translation to present the orientation vector m (θ, φ) of the tracked point; the xmv-ymv-zmv coordinate in the zoom circle is local system of the vertical magnet PMv to illustrate the deviation mv (θmv, φmv) of the dipole moment from its geometric axis.
It is reasonable to assume that a needle-like magnet can be modeled as a magnetic dipole at rp, and its size is negligible compared with the distance to the known measured point at rs where the field of the dipole is observed. The instantaneous magnetic field B due to a magnetic dipole at the measured position can be modeled by a five-dimensional (5D) nonlinear function, as presented below: 
where μ0 (= 4π × 10 −7 N/A 2 ) is the permeability of air; m and m (A·m 2 ) are the unit vector and magnitude of the magnetic moment, respectively, and m can be determined by calibration. Figure 1 . The tongue-computer interface (TCI) system. (a) The system architecture of the TCI using T-type permanent magnet (PM) marker; (b) Block diagram illustrating the signal procedure.
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Inverse Model
In the proposed TCI system, a T-type PM is taken as a tongue motion marker and establishes a magnetic field around it, whose intensity and direction are related to the magnet. As illustrated in Figure 2 , this T-type PM is combined by two similar needle-like cylindrical magnets, PM v and PM h (shape defined by Φ × 2l), whose axes are orthogonal to each other. The location and orientation of the magnet placed on the vertical and horizontal line of the letter T are defined by (r pv , m v ) and (r ph , m h ) respectively; and r pv and m v represent the tracked target point on the tongue surface. The introduction of the combined T-type PM promotes the anisotropy of the magnetic field distribution, which is important in magnetic field detection with a long distance. Scheme illustrates the localization x-y-z coordinate system with T-type PM modeled as magnetic dipoles; x s -y s -z s coordinate is parallel with the global Cartesian coordinate x-y-z, with an r p translation to present the orientation vector m (θ, ϕ) of the tracked point; the x mv -y mv -z mv coordinate in the zoom circle is local system of the vertical magnet PM v to illustrate the deviation m v (θ mv , ϕ mv ) of the dipole moment from its geometric axis.
It is reasonable to assume that a needle-like magnet can be modeled as a magnetic dipole at r p , and its size is negligible compared with the distance to the known measured point at r s where the field of the dipole is observed. The instantaneous magnetic field B due to a magnetic dipole at the measured position can be modeled by a five-dimensional (5D) nonlinear function, as presented below:
where µ 0 (= 4π × 10 −7 N/A 2 ) is the permeability of air; m and m (A·m 2 ) are the unit vector and magnitude of the magnetic moment, respectively, and m can be determined by calibration.
Equation (1) implies that the magnetic fields B observed at r s attenuate rapidly with the distance (r s − r p ) between the observation point r s and the magnetic dipole r p . Besides, the directionality of the magnetic moment m obviously affects the measurements with fixed sensor array. Both of them will make this inverse magnetic localization problem more difficult to be solved. Here, a combined T-type PM is adopted in this paper, in order to weaken the influence brought by the magnetic moment directionality.
Since the quasi-static magnetic fields satisfy the principle of linear superposition, the magnetic fields B induced by this T-type PM can be described by the sum of the magnetic fields induced by the vertical and horizontal magnet termed B v and B h , respectively:
where r pv and r ph represent the locations of the vertical and horizontal magnet, respectively; r ph = r pv − lm v ; m v and m h are the unit vector of the magnetic moment for the vertical and horizontal magnet respectively; and m v •m h = 0. Substituting Equations (2b) and (2c) into Equation (2a), it is noted that there are seven unknown parameters, termed location (r pv (x v , y v , z v ) and orientation m v (θ v ,ϕ v ), m h (θ h ,ϕ h )). At least seven equations are required to derive them, where seven measurements are involved. However, due to the noise interference from the environment and the high-order characteristics of the forward model in Equation (2), the inverse problem is overdetermined. To solve the high-order nonlinear inverse magnetic problem, we define an objective function relating to computed results B c from the forward model in Equation (2) and observations B m from sensors to derive the position and orientation parameters:
where B c is the theoretical magnetic field at the position of the ith sensor computed with candidate location and orientation parameters according to Equations (1) and (2) . To locate the magnetic marker, we need to find the optimal parameters to minimize f (r pv , m v , m h ), where the nonlinear least-square (LS) techniques are always applied to get an optimized solution.
Adaptive LM Algorithm
The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method is a preferred choice, as it provides good calculation accuracy and robustness [34] . During the iteration process, the estimated parameters Q j = (r pj , M j ) of the jth step are replaced by a new value, Q j + q j , with reduced objective function. The variation q between each iteration step is determined by finding a minimum of the linearization of objective function ∇ q f involving the Jacobian of the magnetic field at Q j and a damping parameter µ according to Equation (3), where ∇ q f = 0: The LM method takes advantage of the global convergence properties of the steepest method and the quadratic convergence of Newton's method. However, it is known that there may be large deviations with initializations far off the final minimum. Here, we design an aLMA with real-time updated measurements and try to provide more reliable initializations for this inverse problem. As presented in Figure 3 , there are three steps involved:
1.
In Step 1, initializations derived from real-time measurements are figured out to reduce the searching region. From Equation (1), we can find that the magnetic fields attenuate rapidly with the distance between the sensor and the PM. Since the sensor array is distributed along the mouth contour in our study, we take r p0 = (x p (B m_max ),0, z p (B m_max )) and M 0 = (0, 0), where x p (B m_max ) and z p (B m_max ) are the xz-plane location of the sensor with the strongest measurement.
2.
A pre-estimated result r p ,M can be given by solving the inverse magnetic problem in Equation (3) with the LM algorithm using the initializations above, which provides initializations of the magnetic dipole with improved reliability, which is termed the first-stage LM algorithm.
3.
With the pre-estimated result from the first stage LM algorithm as initializations, the inverse problem in Equation (3) is solved in the second-stage LM algorithm, from which the final localization result is determined.
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Comprehensive Sensing System Calibration
In the fabrication and assembling procedure, deviations may be introduced to the sensing system, involving the PM and the sensor array. To determine the dipole moment and the sensor array distribution, the sensing system requires effective calibration, which obviously influences the magnetic localization performance. Two kinds of calibration are performed:
• Dipole moment calibration: to figure out the moment magnitude (mv, mh) and the deviation (φmv, θmv, φmh, θmh) of the unit moment from the cylindrical PM axis during magnetization. • Sensing axis calibration: to determine the rotational matrix R i between the ith local sensor frame {Si} and Cartesian coordinate.
PM Calibration
As presented in Figure 2 , the unit magnetic moment m can be described by (φ, θ) in spherical 
Comprehensive Sensing System Calibration
• Dipole moment calibration: to figure out the moment magnitude (m v , m h ) and the deviation (ϕ mv , θ mv , ϕ mh , θ mh ) of the unit moment from the cylindrical PM axis during magnetization.
• Sensing axis calibration: to determine the rotational matrix R i between the ith local sensor frame {S i } and Cartesian coordinate.
PM Calibration
As presented in Figure 2 , the unit magnetic moment m can be described by (ϕ, θ) in spherical coordinates:
The deviation of the unit dipole moment m in the PM local frame, such as the x mv -y mv -z mv coordinates for the vertical magnet PM v illustrated in Figure 2 , can be described with alignment angle ϕ m and azimuth angle θ m . Since the PM arrangement is optional, it is reasonable to assume that the alignment angle ϕ m is fixed, but the azimuth angle θ m is essentially arbitrary. The on-axis magnetic field B θ can be derived from Equation (1) 
where d is the distance from the observation point to the center of the dipole along its geometric axis. For small ϕ m , it is proper to make a reasonable approximation that sinϕ m ≈ ϕ m and cosϕ m ≈ 1. Then, the magnitude m and the deviation (ϕ m , θ m ) can be determined from Equation (7):
Sensor Calibration
Ideally, the sensing axes for each three-axis sensor should be parallel with the Cartesian coordinate, but there may be deviations due to package or welding quality. Based on the assumption that the sensing axes of the fresh-out-of-factory sensors are orthogonal, we can define a local sensor frame {S i } to present the orientation of the ith sensor. Then, sensor orientation calibration for the ith sensor needs to figure out the rotational matrix R i between the local sensor frame {S i } and Cartesian coordinate. Accordingly, the relationship between the on-axis magnetic field distributions B c of the coordinate system at sensor locations and that the B m value of the local sensor frames satisfies:
where R i is a orthogonal matrix and satisfies R i R T i = E. There will be significant errors brought by interferences if we determine the rotational matrix R i with the inverse matrix of one-time sensor measurement B m . Then, a large number of samples are employed for improved calibration accuracy, which posed an overdetermined problem. To solve the overdetermined problem brought from a large number of sampled sensor measurements, LS technology is implemented to find the rotational matrix that minimizes the objective function f R in Equation (10):
Simulated Intraoral Magnetic Localization Setup
The closure of the inside mouth space makes it difficult to monitor the tongue movement vividly and precisely, which lays the foundation for evaluation of the magnetic localization method. To validate the feasibility of the proposed TCI system utilizing aLMA and T-type PM in inverse magnetic localization and focus on its performance in localization accuracy and efficiency, experiments were carried out on simulated intraoral setup with controllable high positioning resolution, which is almost impossible in human body experiments. The experimental setup in Figure 4 consists of a 3D translation platform with high positioning resolution (including a GUI, a controller, and a motorized positioning system), the proposed TCI system (including a custom-made GUI, a T-type PM, a sensor array, and an I 2 C-USB adapter (Viewtool, Shenzhen, China)), and an oral model of a general adult. Detailed information of the experimental setup is presented in Table 1 . The combined T-type PM was mounted on the end of an aluminum pole and made up of two cylindrical NdFe-B magnets (MISUMI, Tokyo, Japan), which were axially magnetized and formed a letter T shape. The motion of the combined T-type PM was automatically driven by a 3D translation platform (MITSUBISHI, Tokyo, Japan) with a 10-μm translation resolution. An array of eight threeaxis AMR sensors (Honeywell, Plymouth, MN, USA) detected the magnetic field distribution related to the combined T-type PM, and delivered the digitized signals to the PC (Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA) through a 12-bit I 2 C-USB adapter (Viewtool, Shenzhen, China). The sensor array was fixed on the slider of the 3D translation platform (MITSUBISHI, Tokyo, Japan), which was positioned on the xy-plane. The freedom of the relative movement between the combined T-type PM and the sensor array was three. An oral model of general adult made by non-ferromagnetic material was employed to simulate the space environment inside the mouth.
A custom-made GUI in Figure 5 was loaded on PC (Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA) based on Labview (NI, Austin, TX, USA) and MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) for signal process and information display. The interface was developed in Labview (NI, Austin, TX, USA), and the inverse localization algorithm was programmed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), whose results are displayed on the GUI. On the GUI, the Noise Calibration section displayed the averaged noise level on each sensor channel, based on the assumption that the noise level at the sensor observation point was constant. The Calibrated Sensor Measurements section indicated the sampling information, including real-time measurements with the exclusion of noises on each sensor channel, preset sample The combined T-type PM was mounted on the end of an aluminum pole and made up of two cylindrical NdFe-B magnets (MISUMI, Tokyo, Japan), which were axially magnetized and formed a letter T shape. The motion of the combined T-type PM was automatically driven by a 3D translation platform (MITSUBISHI, Tokyo, Japan) with a 10-µm translation resolution. An array of eight three-axis AMR sensors (Honeywell, Plymouth, MN, USA) detected the magnetic field distribution related to the combined T-type PM, and delivered the digitized signals to the PC (Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA) through a 12-bit I 2 C-USB adapter (Viewtool, Shenzhen, China). The sensor array was fixed on the slider of the 3D translation platform (MITSUBISHI, Tokyo, Japan), which was positioned on the xy-plane. The freedom of the relative movement between the combined T-type PM and the sensor array was three. An oral model of general adult made by non-ferromagnetic material was employed to simulate the space environment inside the mouth.
A custom-made GUI in Figure 5 was loaded on PC (Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA) based on Labview (NI, Austin, TX, USA) and MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) for signal process and information display. The interface was developed in Labview (NI, Austin, TX, USA), and the inverse localization algorithm was programmed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), whose results are displayed on the GUI. On the GUI, the Noise Calibration section displayed the averaged noise level on each sensor channel, based on the assumption that the noise level at the sensor observation point was constant. The Calibrated Sensor Measurements section indicated the sampling information, including real-time measurements with the exclusion of noises on each sensor channel, preset sample number, and sample frequency. The PM Localization section provided the localization results computed by the proposed aLMA, which is processed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The Parameter Settings section indicated the magnitude m of the magnetic moment for the PM marker precalibrated by the Gauss meter (Lakeshore, Westerville, OH, USA). 
Experimental Results and Discussions
The performance of the TCI system in real-time magnetic localization was evaluated based on the simulated intraoral experimental setup in Section 3. Experiments were designed to figure out the bias of the sensing system, involving the T-type PM and sensor array, and assess the localization accuracy and process time. The experimental results are presented and analyzed in this section.
Performance of Sensing System Calibration
Firstly, the sensing system, including the combined T-type PM and magnetic sensor array, was calibrated in advance based on the proposed calibration procedure in sub-section 2.3. To evaluate the error brought by the magnetic moment M bias, e|B| (%) is defined by (|Bm|−|Bc|)/|Bc|, where |Bc| is the norm of the magnetic field with no magnetic moment bias. Tables 2 and 3 present the calibration results of the T-type PM and eight three-axis magnetic sensors, respectively. The combined T-type PM connects the TCI system and the tongue motion manipulated by human intentions, and the calibration of the PM is one of the prior issues in TCI system evaluation. In Table 2 , the standard deviation of the calibrated magnetic moment magnitude m for PMv and PMh is 0.0001 and 0.0005, respectively, verifying the accuracy of the calibration results. The alignment angle φm of the magnetic moment deviation for each PM is smaller than 2°, and the error e|B| brought by the magnetic moment deviation for each PM is smaller than 0.5%, implying that the error brought by the magnetic moment bias can be ignored here. As presented in Table 3 , the calibrated rotational matrices Ri (i = 1, …, 8) between the local sensor frame {Si} and Cartesian coordinate for all of the AMR sensors are orthogonal, verifying the calibration accuracy of the sensing axis. 
Experimental Results and Discussions
Performance of Sensing System Calibration
Firstly, the sensing system, including the combined T-type PM and magnetic sensor array, was calibrated in advance based on the proposed calibration procedure in Section 2.3. To evaluate the error brought by the magnetic moment M bias, e |B| (%) is defined by (|B m |−|B c |)/|B c |, where |B c | is the norm of the magnetic field with no magnetic moment bias. Tables 2 and 3 present the calibration results of the T-type PM and eight three-axis magnetic sensors, respectively. The combined T-type PM connects the TCI system and the tongue motion manipulated by human intentions, and the calibration of the PM is one of the prior issues in TCI system evaluation. In Table 2 , the standard deviation of the calibrated magnetic moment magnitude m for PM v and PM h is 0.0001 and 0.0005, respectively, verifying the accuracy of the calibration results. The alignment angle ϕ m of the magnetic moment deviation for each PM is smaller than 2 • , and the error e |B| brought by the magnetic moment deviation for each PM is smaller than 0.5%, implying that the error brought by the magnetic moment bias can be ignored here. As presented in Table 3 , the calibrated rotational matrices R i (i = 1, . . . , 8) between the local sensor frame {S i } and Cartesian coordinate for all of the AMR sensors are orthogonal, verifying the calibration accuracy of the sensing axis. 
Magnetic Localization Evaluation
To evaluate the localization accuracy and processing time of the proposed TCI system in magnetic tracking, localization experiments were carried out based on the setup illustrated in Figure 4 . The combined T-type PM was placed on the end of an aluminum pole fixed on the 3D translation platform, and its movements could be precisely controlled by the platform in three orthogonal directions. The output of the 3D translation platform was taken as the true trajectory for comparison with the localization results provided by our system. The region of the marker was limited to a 3 × 3 × 6 cm 3 cube, which is about the average size inside the mouth. Two kinds of trajectories were taken as typical motion representative, and studied for verification (Figure 6 ), including a spiral line (100 sampling points) and a folding line (60 sampling points). It needs to be noted that although the orientations of the combined T-type PM were kept the same while following the two chosen trajectories, in real-time localization experiments, they were taken as unknown and vibrational. 
To evaluate the localization accuracy and processing time of the proposed TCI system in magnetic tracking, localization experiments were carried out based on the setup illustrated in Figure  4 . The combined T-type PM was placed on the end of an aluminum pole fixed on the 3D translation platform, and its movements could be precisely controlled by the platform in three orthogonal directions. The output of the 3D translation platform was taken as the true trajectory for comparison with the localization results provided by our system. The region of the marker was limited to a 3 × 3 × 6 cm 3 cube, which is about the average size inside the mouth. Two kinds of trajectories were taken as typical motion representative, and studied for verification (Figure 6 ), including a spiral line (100 sampling points) and a folding line (60 sampling points). It needs to be noted that although the orientations of the combined T-type PM were kept the same while following the two chosen trajectories, in real-time localization experiments, they were taken as unknown and vibrational. 
Magnetic Fields Derived from the T-Type PM
Based on the assumption that the noise level at the sensor observation point is constant, the signal-to-noise (SNR) of the sensor array measurements was mainly decided by the magnet-derived magnetic field. Thus, the phenomena in which the magnitude of the magnetic fields becomes quickly weakened with the distance between the magnetic source and the sensor observation point greatly affects the SNR of sensor array measurements. Besides, the coordinate system rotation between the sensing axis frame and the dipole frame will affect the magnitudes of the AMR sensor measurements. 
Based on the assumption that the noise level at the sensor observation point is constant, the signal-to-noise (SNR) of the sensor array measurements was mainly decided by the magnet-derived magnetic field. Thus, the phenomena in which the magnitude of the magnetic fields becomes quickly weakened with the distance between the magnetic source and the sensor observation point greatly affects the SNR of sensor array measurements. Besides, the coordinate system rotation between the sensing axis frame and the dipole frame will affect the magnitudes of the AMR sensor measurements. Furthermore, both of these have an apparent effect on the magnetic localization results. To demonstrate the improvement brought by the combined T-type PM in magnetic field distribution, simulation results of the magnetic field magnitude distribution in a limiting case, where the analyzed magnetic field distribution plane is perpendicular to one of the component magnet axes, are presented and discussed.
The magnitude distributions B of magnetic fields derived from the combined T-type PM and both of its component magnets are compared in Figure 7 . As illustrated in Figure 7a By comparing Figure 7b ,d, there is an apparent enhancement of the magnetic field magnitude level in Figure 7b , which is introduced by the additional orthogonal magnet in Figure 7c . Besides, the uniformity of the area with an equivalent magnitude is improved in Figure 7b Figure 7c is much less than that in Figure 7d , the improvement in magnetic field distribution illustrated in Figure 7b is totally brought about by the combined T-type PM. From Figure 7 , we can find that the promotion of the T-type PM compensates for the influence brought by the directivity of the magnetic moment caused by the coordinate system rotation between the sensing axis frame and the dipole frame, especially when the sensing axis frame is orthogonal with the dipole frame. Furthermore, both of these have an apparent effect on the magnetic localization results. To demonstrate the improvement brought by the combined T-type PM in magnetic field distribution, simulation results of the magnetic field magnitude distribution in a limiting case, where the analyzed magnetic field distribution plane is perpendicular to one of the component magnet axes, are presented and discussed.
The magnitude distributions B of magnetic fields derived from the combined T-type PM and both of its component magnets are compared in Figure 7 . As illustrated in Figure 7a , the combined T-type PM is arranged along the y-axis (d = 15 mm, mv = (90°, 90°), mh = (90°, 0°)), and the analyzed magnetic fields are distributed on the xz-plane (30 mm × 30 mm) . The magnetic field magnitude distributions of the combined T-type PM and both of its component magnets are presented in Figure  7b -d.
By comparing Figure 7b ,d, there is an apparent enhancement of the magnetic field magnitude level in Figure 7b , which is introduced by the additional orthogonal magnet in Figure 7c . Besides, the uniformity of the area with an equivalent magnitude is improved in Figure 7b Figure 7c is much less than that in Figure 7d , the improvement in magnetic field distribution illustrated in Figure 7b is totally brought about by the combined T-type PM. From Figure  7 , we can find that the promotion of the T-type PM compensates for the influence brought by the directivity of the magnetic moment caused by the coordinate system rotation between the sensing axis frame and the dipole frame, especially when the sensing axis frame is orthogonal with the dipole frame. To further discuss the effects brought by the T-type PM to the measurements acquired by the proposed sensing system, the magnetic field magnitude distribution B, including the contributions of the magnetic fields derived from PM v and PM h that make up the T-type PM marker, as measured by sensors S1 and S8 distributed on the edge of the sensor array, and by sensor S4 distributed on the center of the sensor array, are presented in Figure 8 . Figure 8a -f is the measurements while tracking the spiral line and the folding line trajectory, respectively. The variation of the sensor measurements changes with the magnetic moment directionality, and can be analyzed accordingly.
analyzed magnetic field distribution; (b) B derived from the combined T-type PM; (c) B derived from the magnet PMh; (d) B derived from the magnet PMv.
To further discuss the effects brought by the T-type PM to the measurements acquired by the proposed sensing system, the magnetic field magnitude distribution B, including the contributions of the magnetic fields derived from PMv and PMh that make up the T-type PM marker, as measured by sensors S1 and S8 distributed on the edge of the sensor array, and by sensor S4 distributed on the center of the sensor array, are presented in Figure 8 . Figure 8a -f is the measurements while tracking the spiral line and the folding line trajectory, respectively. The variation of the sensor measurements changes with the magnetic moment directionality, and can be analyzed accordingly. By comparison of the magnetic field of the sensors located on the sensor array edge derived from PM v and PM h in Figure 8a ,c,d,f, we can see that the contributions from PM v and PM h exchange, implying the effect brought by the T-type PM marker. In Figure 8a , the contribution from PM h is larger than that from PM v for samples 1 to 32, and the situation reverses afterwards. The same performance can be found in Figure 8c ,d,f, where the sensor is located on the sensor array edge. In contrast, when the magnetic fields are observed by the sensor located on the sensor array center, the contribution from PM v remains dominant. The variation among the different contributions of the measurements by the sensors located in different regions verifies the role of the combined T-type PM in weakening the influence of the magnetic moment's directionality.
Localization Performance
The performance of the prosed TCI is assessed by comparing the localization accuracy and the processing time with two other methods, involving a traditional LM algorithm (tLMA) using random initializations, and a twice-traditional LM algorithm (ttLMA) using random initializations in the first-stage process, and the localization result using initializations in the second-stage process. The localization accuracy is represented by error e, which is the mean distance between the true location and the estimated location. In magnetic localization with different methods, the solving process was performed 1000 times.
The averaged estimated trajectory of the spiral line and the folding line are presented in Figure 9 , which gives an intuitive comparison of the localization results between tLMA and aLMA. The detailed information is given in Tables 4 and 5 , including the mean processing time T and the localization error e of the above three types of methods. By comparison of the magnetic field of the sensors located on the sensor array edge derived from PMv and PMh in Figure 8a ,c,d,f, we can see that the contributions from PMv and PMh exchange, implying the effect brought by the T-type PM marker. In Figure 8a , the contribution from PMh is larger than that from PMv for samples 1 to 32, and the situation reverses afterwards. The same performance can be found in Figure 8c ,d,f, where the sensor is located on the sensor array edge. In contrast, when the magnetic fields are observed by the sensor located on the sensor array center, the contribution from PMv remains dominant. The variation among the different contributions of the measurements by the sensors located in different regions verifies the role of the combined T-type PM in weakening the influence of the magnetic moment's directionality.
The performance of the prosed TCI is assessed by comparing the localization accuracy and the processing time with two other methods, involving a traditional LM algorithm (tLMA) using random initializations, and a twice-traditional LM algorithm (ttLMA) using random initializations in the firststage process, and the localization result using initializations in the second-stage process. The localization accuracy is represented by error e, which is the mean distance between the true location and the estimated location. In magnetic localization with different methods, the solving process was performed 1000 times.
The averaged estimated trajectory of the spiral line and the folding line are presented in Figure  9 , which gives an intuitive comparison of the localization results between tLMA and aLMA. The detailed information is given in tables 4 and 5, including the mean processing time T and the localization error e of the above three types of methods. In the spiral line tracking, the mean localization error e for tLMA, ttLMA, and aLMA is 2.4 mm, 1.7 mm, and 1.1 mm, respectively, implying that an improvement of about 54.2% can be brought by In the spiral line tracking, the mean localization error e for tLMA, ttLMA, and aLMA is 2.4 mm, 1.7 mm, and 1.1 mm, respectively, implying that an improvement of about 54.2% can be brought by the aLMA proposed in this paper with a sacrifice of time about 14.3% increase. Although the improvement brought by ttLMA is 29.2%, 22.4% more time will be required. The improvement in localization accuracy between aLMA and ttLMA is 35.3%, verifying the effect brought by adaptive initialization in aLMA.
In the folding line tracking, the mean localization error e for all three kinds of methods is larger than that in the spiral line tracking. The main reason for this is that the distance between the folding line trajectory and the sensor array is further than that of the spiral trajectory. The improvement of the localization accuracy in the folding line tracking brought by aLMA is 37.1% with the sacrifice of time increasing by about 58.4%, compared to a 20.0% improvement in localization accuracy with the sacrifice of time increasing by about 74.2% using ttLMA. It can be seen from the localization results in Figure 9 and Tables 4 and 5 that the proposed TCI can realize magnetic localization with a mean accuracy of 1.65 mm within 65.7 ms.
Conclusions
In this research, we propose a TCI system utilizing a combined T-type PM localized by an adaptive LM algorithm for potential communications between individuals with severe disabilities and the smart environment. The tongue motion, which has less dependence on initializations and more accuracy in localization, can be derived by the proposed adaptive LM algorithm from the improved magnetic field distribution brought by the attached combined T-type PM. A compressive sensing system calibration method has been developed to figure out the bias in the combined T-type PM and sensing axis. Bench-top experiments based on a high-precision 3D translation platform were carried out to assess the feasibility of the proposed TCI system in magnetic localization accuracy and efficiency. A mean localization accuracy of 1.65 mm within 65.7 ms was achieved. The proof-of-concept prototype TCI creates a basis for application in high-precision interactions. It is known that wearable human-machine interfaces need to be of good portability and compactness, including wireless signal transmission and low-power supply. In the future, efforts in developing standalone TCI and evaluations of the proposed TCI system on the human body in smart infrastructure will be performed. Funding: This research was funded by the National Natural Science Foundation of China, grant number 51605291.
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